
“Mobility of data allows us to be headquartered
in Orlando, FL, live in Boulder, CO and service
clients all over the country. We could probably
grow another 40 percent and still not need
more staff.”
Ted Rich, President, RiverTree Advisors, LLC

Client Story Black Diamond

Black Diamond iPad App Delivers 
Maximum Mobility to RiverTree Advisors
Before Ted Rich formed RiverTree Advisors,
his team made a strategic decision to
employ innovative technology to deliver a
distinctive brand of service to clients. That
is why they chose Black Diamond for online
portfolio management and reporting. And
when Black Diamond launched a mobile ver-
sion for the Apple iPad, they jumped on it.

“For us, a client coming into the office for a
review that involves books of reports and
piles of paperwork is a thing of the past,” 
Mr. Rich explains. “Today, we’re doing virtual
meetings via screen sharing, and a lot of
mobile presentations in coffee shops and
hotels via Black Diamond’s iPad app.”

Instant Answers on the Fly
The iPad app accelerated RiverTree’s vision-
ary approach to doing business. “I can launch
into presentation mode anytime, anywhere,
just as if I had been planning it,” Mr. Rich
says. “The prep time goes to almost zero.”

The value really became apparent to Mr.
Rich while attending a conference in Florida.
“I have a client who lives in the area, and he
wanted to meet at the hotel and review his
portfolio,” Mr. Rich recalls. “All I brought to
the meeting was my iPad. I pulled up the
Black Diamond app and I was able to con-
duct a complete portfolio and performance
review right on the spot in the hotel lobby.”

The client also had some questions Mr. Rich
hadn’t anticipated, but he was able to
answer them by walking the client through
data on the iPad app. “I would never have
been able to do that in a normal static meet-
ing,” he says. “If the client asks a question
you have not anticipated, you can’t possibly
have printed a report ahead of time to
answer it. With Black Diamond on the iPad, 
I have all the data I need, live.”

The firm’s innovative use of technology is
also a key competitive differentiator, Mr.
Rich says. “It’s a huge part of presenting to a
new prospect, because it really shows how
advanced we are in terms of communicating
with clients. Black Diamond and the iPad
app have played a key role in closing client
business.”

Turning Virtual into Reality
Between Black Diamond’s cloud-based
reporting solution and the mobility gained
with the iPad app, RiverTree Advisors 
realizes a number of other advantages,
including:
� Connecting multiple locations. “We still

have our headquarters in Orlando, but I
live just outside of Boulder, Colorado, and
have clients spread across the country
and even overseas. With the technology
we have, geography is not an issue.”

� Running lean. “Because we outsource to
Black Diamond, we just haven’t had the
need to add bodies onto our payroll. We
could probably grow another 40 percent
and still not need more staff.”
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Client: RiverTree Advisors, LLC

Headquarters: Orlando, FL

Description: Independent RIA, 
SEC Registered
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Background
� Had previous experience with

Black Diamond
� Needed the ability to service

clients throughout the country
without growing staff or opening
multiple offices

� Wanted to distinguish themselves
through the innovative use of
technology to provide a superior
client experience

Solution
Black Diamond, with the Black 
Diamond iPad app
� Web-based portfolio manage-

ment and reporting
� iPad app brings full functionality

of Black Diamond to a mobile
platform



� Disaster recovery. “Disaster recovery?
We’re not worried. What if a hurricane
comes through Florida or there’s a bliz-
zard in Colorado? It doesn’t matter. As
long as I have the iPad and a Wi-Fi inter-
net connection I can really run the busi-
ness from anywhere.”

Above all, Black Diamond helps firms 
better manage their business.

“Black Diamond is more than just a portfolio
management and reporting tool. We can
slice and dice data any time to find out
exactly how our firm is doing, how certain
signature clients are doing, what’s happen-
ing with the custodians—we’d use Black
Diamond as a firm management tool even 
if it didn’t have client-facing value. It’s just
that good.”
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Benefits
� Allows for full portfolio reviews

and presentations anytime, any-
where, with virtually no prep time
and no paper

� Helps win business by demon-
strating an innovative approach 
to client communication

� Allows firm to serve clients
across the country

� Provides a disaster recovery and
business continuity solution

� Helps with firm and practice 
management

“With just my iPad and the
Black Diamond app, I was
able to conduct a complete
portfolio and performance
review right on the spot in
the hotel lobby.”
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“Black Diamond and the iPad
app have played a key role in
closing client business.”


